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ON BRAUER'S HEIGHT 0 CONJECTURE

T.R. BERGER AND R. KNϋRR

R. Brauer not only laid the foundations of modular representation
theory of finite groups, he also raised a number of questions and made
conjectures (see [1], [2] for instance) which since then have attracted the
interest of many people working in the field and continue to guide the
research efforts to a good extent. One of these is known as the "Height
zero conjecture". It may be stated as follows:

CONJECTURE. Let B be a p-block of the finite group G. All irreducible

ordinary characters of G belonging to B are of height 0 if and only if a

defect group of B is abelian.

The conjecture is known to be true in special cases: Reynolds [14]
treated the case of a normal defect group. Fong [6] proved the "if "-part
for p-solvable groups and the "only if "-part for the principal block of a
p-solvable group. Very recently, the proof for p-solvable groups has been
completed by papers of Wolf and of Gluck and Wolf jointly [15], [8],
[9].

The present paper deals with the "if"-part of the conjecture. We
show that this part holds true provided it holds for all quasi-simple
groups, i.e. for the covering groups of non-abelian simple groups and their
factor groups.

Since the finite simple groups are classified, there is good reason to
assume that in due time, the conjecture will be verified for, or a counter-
example will show up among, these groups. In fact, this should be just
a byproduct of a general effort to study the representation theory of
simple groups. Relevant results are contained in papers of Fong-Srinivasan
[7] and Michler-Olsson [13].

We should mention that, ironically, this way of proving the "if "-part
of Brauer's conjecture runs contrary to Brauer's intentions. He seems
to have hoped to somehow structure the theory of simple groups using
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the conjecture (see [3]); now a proof will be given using knowledge of

simple groups.

Throughout this paper, groups are always finite, p is a fixed prime,

"block" means "p-block". By R we denote a complete discrete rank 1

valuation ring with field of quotients of characteristic 0 which is a splitting

field for all occuring group and their subgroups and with residue class

field of characteristic p. The p-adic valuation is denoted by v = vv.

DEFINITION. A block B of G is called a large vertex block (1. v. block)

if for any i?G-lattice M affording an irreducible character 1 e B, a vertex

of M is a defect group of B.

LEMMA 1. B is an I. v. block if

(1) a defect group of B is abelίan, or

(2) a n y i r r e d u c i b l e c h a r a c t e r X e B h a s h e i g h t 0 .

Proof. (1) is a restatement of [12], 3.7.

(2) is trivial.

LEMMA 2 (Cline [4]). Let N be a normal subgroup of G and Let M be

an RG-lattίce such that M\RN is irreducible. If V is an RG-lattίce such

that V\RN is M-homogeneous, i.e. V\RN = e-M\RN for some e, then V =

M® A for some RGΊattice A having N in its kernel. If Aί and A2 are

two such lattices, then M®A1^M®A2 iff A1 ^ A2 and M®Aί\M®A2

iff Aί\A2; furthermore, M® A is irreducible iff A is irreducible.

Proof. Put A = ΐlomRN (M, V) so A is i?-free of rank e. Let G act

on A by conjugation, so A is an i?G-lattice having N in its kernel; the

map M® A->V given by m®a-+ma is an JRG-isomorphism.

If U is any R (G/iV)-lattice and u e U, let au: M -> M® U be defined by

mau — m®u. The map u —> au is an ϋG-isomorphism U-> Hom^(M,

M® U). The remaining assertions follow easily.

LEMMA 3. With notation as in the previous lemma, suppose that M® A

is D-projective for some subgroup D < G. Then A is DN/N-projectίve as

an RGjN-lattice.

Proof. Since M® A is JD-projective, it is also .DAT-projective, so there

is a direct summand S of (M® A)\DN such that M® A\SG. Now S\N is

M-homogeneous since (M® A)\N is, so by Lemma 2, S ^ M\DN ® T for some

2?(ZλΛO-lattice T with N in its kernel. Therefore
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SG ^ (M\DN ® T)G ^ M® (TG).

Again by Lemma 2, A \ TG, so A is ZW-projective, hence ZW/iV-projective

when considered as G/iV-module.

LEMMA 4. MίΛ notation as before, let Ax and A2 be R(G/N)-lattices

belonging to the same block Z?o of G/N. Then M®A1 and M®A2 belong

to the same block B, say, of G. If D is a defect group of B, then DN/N

contains a defect group of Bo. If B is a I v. block, then DN/N is a defect

group of Bo and Bo is I. v. block.

Proof. It is enough to consider the case where the A/s are indecom-

posable and there is a non-zero homomorphism A1 —> A2. Then (using

Lemma 2) the same is true for the M® A/s, so they belong to the same

block.

If D is a defect group of B, then any A in Bo is ZW/iV-projective by

Lemma 3, so DN/N contains a defect group of BQ.

Finally, let A be an irreducible lattice in β 0 : if EN/N is a vertex of

A for some E < D, then A is 2?iV-projective as a G-module and so is

M®A. But M® A is an irreducible lattice in B by Lemma 2, so, since

B is a 1. v. block, D is a vertex of M®A. Therefore D ^GEN, hence

EN/N = DNIN. Thus the defect group of BQ cannot be smaller than DN/N,

and a vertex of A is a defect group of Bo, i. e. Bo is a 1. v. block.

PROPOSITION. Let G = DN where D is a p-group and N <\G. Then

(1) For any block b of N, there is precisely one block B of G covering b.

(2) If B has defect group D then b is the only block of N covered by B.

(3) // B has defect group D and Xe B is an irreducible character such

that vx(M) —GD for any RG-lattice M affording X, then X\N is irre-

ducible.

Proof. (1) is V, 3.5 (p. 199) of [5]. Assume that B has defect group

D and let X be an irreducible character in B such that υx(M) —GD for any

M affording X. Notice that such a X always exists; any X of height 0 will

do.

If ψ is a constituent of X\N and T= TG(ψ) its inertia group, then

X — σG for some irreducible character σ of T. If S affords σ, then SG affords

X. Since SG is T-projective, this implies D <G T, hence T = G. A fortiori,

6 is stable under conjugation by G, so (2) follows.

(3) is proved by induction on \G: N\, the case G = iV being trivial.
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If G > N, choose a normal subgroup K > N of G such that \K: N\ — p.

Then l\κ is irreducible by induction. Since 1\N is homogeneous as we have

already seen, 1\N is irreducible by [10], 6.19 (p. 86).

COROLLARY. Let B be a block of G with abelian defect group D and let

N be a normal subgroup of G. Then there exists a block b of N covered

by B such that any irreducible character of b extends to DN.

Proof Choose an indecomposable lattice M in B such that υx(M)

— GD. Since H=DN^ D, there is an indecomposable i?if-lattice U with

vx(U) =H D and M\ UG. Let Bo be the block of H containing U and let

E be a defect group of JB0. Then D <HE. If b is a block of N covered

by JB0, then b is also covered by B. So both E f] N and D f) N are (up

to conjugation in G) defect groups of b by [11], 4.2. Therefore \E f] N\

= \DΠN\. Since E < H = DN, it follows that D =HE, so D is a defect

group of Bo. We can now apply (3) of the Proposition with (H, So) instead

of (G, JB) to get that any irreducible character 1 of H belonging to JB0 is

still irreducible when restricted to N. Notice that the extra condition on

the lattices affording 1 is automatically satisfied by Lemma 1, since BQ

has abelian defect group. Now every irreducible character ψ of N belong-

ing to & is a component of 1 \N for some irreducible character 1 of H with

necessarily belongs to BQ since that is the only block of H covering b by

(1) of the Proposition. Therefore 1\N = ψ and 1 is an extension of ψ.

DEFINITION. A group G Φ 1 is called quasi-simple iΐ G — G' and every

proper normal subgroup is contained in the center of G.

THEOREM. Suppose that for all quasi-simple groups the characters in

blocks with abelian defect groups are all of height 0. Then the same is

true for all groups.

Proof. Suppose not. Then there is an irreducible character 1 of a

group G satisfying

( i ) X belongs to a block B with abelian defect group D,

(ii) 1 has positive height, i.e. vl(ΐ) >v[G: D], and

(iii) (X(l), |G|) is minimal in the lexicographic order with these

properties.

By a sequence of reductions, we show that this forces G to be quasi-

simple, contradicting the hypothesis.

Step 1. 1 is primitive.
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Proof. If X = ψG for an irreducible character ψ of a proper subgroup

H of G, let 6 denote the block of H containing ψ. Then 6G is denned

and in fact bG = B by [5], V, 1.2 (p. 193). Therefore a defect group Δ of

6 is, up to conjugation in G, contained in D by [5], III, 9.6 (p. 137). If

U is an i?iJ-lattice affording ψ then [7 is z/-projective. Therefore UG is

J-projective. Since Ϊ7G affords X, this implies D*ζGΔ (remember that B

is a 1. v. block).

Therefore D—GΔy in particular Δ is abelian. By induction, ψ has

height 0, so vf(ΐ) = y[iϊ: J], hence yX(l) = yψ(l) + v[G: H] = y[G: J], i.e.

% has height 0, a contradiction.

Step 2. X is faithful.

Proo/. Let K = ker X and let M be an JSG-lattice affording X. We

may consider M as i2G-lattice, where G — GjK. Let V/UL be a vertex of

M in G. Then clearly M is V-projective as a G-module; again by using

the fact that B is a 1. v. block, it follows that D < G V, so BUT < G F. On

the other hand, DKjK contains a defect group D of the block B of G

containing M by [5], V, 4.2 (p. 203). Therefore

D i φ f < s V/K <GD < DX/ίΓ,

so equality holds.

In particular, .D is abelian. If if Φ 1, induction shows that X is of

height 0 as a character of G, i.e.

= v[G: D] = v[G: JDίΓ] < v[G: I>],

a contradiction.

3. Let N<\ G such that X|̂  is irreducible. Then N = G.

Proof. If X|iV is irreducible for some proper normal subgroup N, let

6 denote the block of N containing X^. By [11], 4.2, the abelian group

D Π N is, up to conjugation in G, a defect group of b. By induction then

= v[N: Df]N] = v[DN: D] < p[G: D] ,

a contradiction.

Step 4. G = G7.

Proof. If G' < G, there is a normal subgroup 2V of prime index in G.

It follows from Step 1 and the elements of Clifford theory (see [10], 6.19,
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p. 86, for instance) that X\N is irreducible, contradicting Step 3.

Step 5. Let N be a proper non-central normal subgroup of G. There

exists an irreducible character ψ of N and an 1 < e < X(l) such that

X\N = eψ.

Moreover, there is a finite central extension

1 >Z >G* >G >1

and irreducible characters ψ* and φ* of G* such that

(1) ψ*0* is irreducible, has Z in its kernel and equals X when con-

sidered as a character of G;

(2) DN splits in the above sequence, i.e. there is a homomorphism

a: DN-> G* such that Z x i m α i s the inverse image of DN in G*.

Moreover,

(3) Na <| G*, <̂* has Na in its kernel and degree β, and (ψ*Lv«V — Ψ-

Proof. By Step 1, X\N is homogeneous, i.e. X\N = eψ. By Step 3, e > 1.

If e = X(l), then ψ is linear and so, by Step 2, N < Z(G) against the as-

sumption.

The remaining assertions are just the results of Schur's method (see

[10], 11.2, 11.17 for instance) of lifting projective representations, the only

extra information being that not only N but DN splits. This follows from

the Corollary since B covers only one block of N, so ψ extends to DN.

Step 6. Keeping the notation of Step 5, let BQ be the block of G*jNa

containing φ*. Then a defect group of BQ is isomorphic to Zp X DN/N,

where Zv is the Sylow p-subgroup of Z.

Proof. Let B* the block of G* containing X (as a character of G*),

so B C B*. If 2?* is a defect group of JB*, it follows easily from [5], V,

4.3, 4.5 (pp. 203, 204) that E*Z/Z is a defect group of B, so we may assume

D = E*Z/Z. Therefore E*Z is the inverse image of D in G*, i.e. E*Z =

Z X Da (see Step 5 (2)). Since E* contains the normal p-subgroup Zp of

G*, this implies E* = Zp X Da. In particular, 12* is abelian, so B* is a

1. v. block by Lemma 1. Since ψ*0* e .B* by Step 5 (1) and ψ* |Λrα is irre-

ducible by Step 5 (3), we may apply Lemma 4 to conclude that E*NajNa

is a defect group of BQ. The assertion follows.

Step 7. G is quasi-simple.
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Proof. Suppose N is a proper non-central normal subgroup. Then
Steps 5 and 6 apply. Since Zv X DN/N is abelian and

e = 0*(1)

we have by induction

v(e) = v[G*/Na] - v[ZΌ X DN/N]

= v[G: DN] .

Again by induction, we have

= V[N: DftN] = v[DN: D] ,

since ψ belongs to a block of N with abelian defect group isomorphic to
D Π N. Therefore vl(ΐ) = v(e) + vψ(ΐ) = v[G: D], a contradiction.

Hence there is no such N in G; together with Step 4, this is the
assertion.

Remark. If X is a class of finite groups which is closed under taking
subgroups (i.e. H< G e X Φ He JΓ), factor groups (i.e. N<GeX => G/2V
e Jf) and central extensions (i.e. Z < Z(G), G/ZeX ^GeJf) and every
quasi-simple group in X satisfies the "if "-part of Brauer's height 0 con-
jecture, then so does every group in JΓ, as is clear from the proof above.

This applies for instance for the class of solvable groups (there are
no quasi-simple solvable groups) and, more generally, for p-solvable groups,
since :f G is a quasi-simple p-solvable group, then G/Z(G) is a p^group.
By Ito's Theorem [10], 6.15, every irreducible character of G has p^degree,
hence height 0. One obtains therefore an independent proof of Fong's
result mentioned in the introduction.
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